MMC Working Group – 13 & 14 September 2005

T10 Meeting Week at:
Vancouver Marriott Pinnacle Downtown
1128 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
Canada V6E 4R5

Hosted by: PMC-Sierra

1.0 Opening Remarks
The MMC meeting has been authorized by INCITS T10 and will be conducted under the NCITS rules. Ad hoc meetings take no final actions, but prepare recommendations for approval by the NCITS task group. The voting rules for the meeting are those of the parent committee, INCITS T10. For the ad hoc, other than straw votes, the voting rules are: one vote per participating company.

The minutes of the MMC meeting will be posted to the T10 Reflector and will be included in the next T10 committee mailing. Attendance at a working group meeting does not count toward minimum attendance requirements for T10 membership. Working group meetings are open to any person or company to attend and to express their opinion on the subjects being discussed.

2.0 Introductions
The following people were present at the meeting.
Kenji Tokumitsu  Hitachi LG Data Storage
Kenji Yoshihara  JVC
Yasuhiro Horiuchi  Lenovo Japan
Takaharu Ai  Matsushita
David Walp  Microsoft Corp
Akio Yamazaki  NEC
David Burg  Nero AG
Terence J. Nelson  Panasonic Technologies
William P. McFerrin  Philips Electronics
Keiji Katata  Pioneer Electronics Corp.
Takeshi Kohda  Pioneer Electronics Corp.
Masaetsu Takahashi  Ricoh Corporation
Shunsuke Kimura  Toshiba

3.0 Document Distribution
T10/05-312.pdf – Clauses 1, 2, and 3 of proposed MMC5R01E
Need of Set book type.ppt – A justification for the set book type command proposal.
4.0 Call for Patents
None this meeting

5.0 Approval of Agenda
David Burg’s proposal for book type change was added.

6.0 Old Business
The proposed MMC5R01E was reviewed – clauses 1, 2, 3, and 4 were planned.
Changes were made in real time. The resulting document was distributed at the end of the meeting time.
Review changes to MMC draft according to last MMC WG meeting (Clauses 1, 2, 3, and 4.1)
Reviewed changes to clauses 1, 2, and 3 during first day.
Reviewed the clause 4 during the second day: 4.1 and 4.2.

7.0 New Business
Proposal presentations from David Burg, Nero:
DVD Parameter Overrides (aka Set Book Type)
The proposal was made page oriented.
It was decided to abandon this proposal after two comments:
1. Terry Nelson was concerned that some content protection mechanisms may be compromised.
2. Bill McFerrin noted that the proposal defined a method to violate other standards. This is not a good idea.

8.0 Review of Action Items
Bill McFerrin will update and post MMC5R01E.
Members that expect to attend the editorial session in Llano, should notify Bill McFerrin at billmc@tstar.net by 5 October 2005.

9.0 Future Meeting Schedule
Editorial Review:
November 1 – 4, Llano, TX. Exact location TBA. Need a head count.

MMC WG meetings -
T10 week: November 8 and 9
The Driskill Hotel
604 Brazos Street
Austin, TX 78701
Phone: 512-474-5911
Fax: 512-474-2214
(Sponsored by Dell, Inc)

10.0 Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 6PM on 14 September 2005.